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It should be noted that AR coincides with the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse A c if and only if A4 is an EPr matrix. This is true because Ai. = 
.4R if and onlv if LL~~- = 
if *4 is EPr i6-j. 
&+A, and this condition is fulfilled if and onl\: u 
Because of its functional form, the c.r. inverse fits in well with other 
primary matrix functions. For instance, if -4 is a singular matrix with 
a c.r. inverse AR, then 
&it dz =-. _4&“’ -- I) +,:!(I -- A&). 
c 
This quation can be readily verified by calculating the functions involved 
from the idempotents ana nilpotents’ of A. 
Let A = !- ) .4 ijJ# where the A ij are all square matrices of order tz. ; and L I’ 
sq)p&e that each A i; is espressible as a polynr,mial in mm common 
matrix M (this hypothesis is fulfilled if, e.g., all submatriccs commute 
and at least one of thetn is nonderogatory): 
If Al, iie, . l . ) i, ;trt” the distinct eigenvalues of M, then there are f 
principal idetnpotents *Yi and principal nilpotents (,\I --- R,I)& ast;;t)ciated 
with 32, all having thp prq~erties 
(‘, ! l -e (M - &I)O --= I. 
Let P(A) = &+X) 1 define a q X. q matrix with polynomial elements. 
Then 
is a Kronecker product represtbntation for the partitioned matrix A. The 
cigenvalues of A are those of P&J, k = 1, 2,. . . , Y, and SO A is singular 
if and only if I’( &.) is singular for some k. 
The c.r. inverse of ,4 is thus defined if and only if any AI, for wh&h P(&) 
is singular has a minimum multiplicity 1~ = 1. Thus the cr. inverse 
of A, when it exists, is given by the formula 
where the first sum estends (b\ l?r those k for which I’(&) is singular ;wd 
,LCk = I, and the second sura per the remaining indicts. 
By elementary prqxxties of the Kronecker prodM 13, p. 2111, . 
the form 
where Q(A) = CS= (* &li. It is a straightforward generalization 
results of j&j that the eigenvalues of A are those of the Q(A,) and tM 
an\r function j defined for A can be calculated from the formula ” 
: k t- 1 8’ z_: () Y : 
Thus the c.r. inverse of A exists if and only 
is singular has minix:um multiplicity jlk == ; , 
if anv 2, for which Q(& I 
and tbn 
where, as before, the first sum extends over thaw k for which ()(A& is 
singular and 11~ = 1, and the second sum. includc?s the remaining indice>. 
where A, N, C’, and D are commutative matrictbs, it may be !J\own by 
direct computation that M satisfies this analog of the Ca\~lcv-liaIl~ilton . . 
theorem : 
may be derived from 13.1). 
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Then 
is singular for all values of A, but has a c.r. inverse except when A r=2 0. 
The c.r. inverse of P (computed from Eq. 4.4) and its derivative are : 
The eigenyalues, principal idempotents, and nilpotents of h/l are evident 
since it is in Jordan canonical form. Using (Cl), we obtain 
In this cnse, (4.4) also gives directl> 
2. Let 
(-)N THE ~fxv'1MliTING rwcII’iwcAI4 I?aTHST: 189 
so Q(l) == & -1 J./i 1. The distinct eigenvalues of M are i.I = -- 1, 
& = 3, ;md the associated principal idcmwtents are 
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Then tlw four submatrices commute and AD - BC = 0. ., The matrix 
T = R + D is nonsingular, and 
so the c.r. inverse of 211 certainly exists and 
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